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PALACIO SANTA CRISTINA 
Southwest of Spain and about 2.5hr drive from Madrid, Palacio Santa Cristina is 
located at one of the wildest natural area of the country, Extremadura. In the 
heart of a very large private estate of pure nature and wildlife, offers the 
quietness and privacy of a fine country house together with the discreet luxury 
of a boutique hotel, with fine amenities and full service, including private chef, 
maids and butler, along with very special experiences to enjoy. Surrounded by 
many historical towns, the area offers the opportunity to travel in time with very 
attractive cultural visits, from Roman ruins to Gothic cathedrals or Medieval 
castles, all surrounded by stunning natural scenarios.  
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DESCRIPTION 
 

Palacio Santa Cristina is a large country house located at the top of a 
very significant private estate in Extremadura. Its location, very near the 
main highway and a few minutes away from Cáceres and Trujillo, offers 
a great chance to visit both towns and makes also convenient to visit 
Merida and Guadalupe, well known UNESCO World Heritage villages, as 
well as main cities like Madrid, Toledo, Salamanca, Seville or Lisbon, all of 
them around a couple of hours away from the property. 

 

The estate includes a vast piece of untouched land of around 17.000 
hectares, mainly centenary cork and holm trees, together with some 
rivers and creeks that allow the visitor to enjoy a very wild and totally 
private area, with diverse wild game and protected predators that find 
the area among one of their last places to breed. A few miles away from 
the house, stands the well known Monfragüe National Park, which allows 
the visitor to observe many species of birds at one of the main 
Birdwatching spots worldwide. 

 

The house dates from mid XIX century and has been totally refurbished in 
2019, offering nowadays 11 comfortable double rooms with bathroom 
“en suite”, carefully decorated with artwork, old paints, sculptures and 
splendid rags, and filled of details and fine amenities that offer comfort 
and exclusiveness. There is also a luxury dining room, terraces and a cozy 
lounge bar to enjoy a drink before or after dinner. A main large living 
room with different atmospheres will become the common place to 
chat and enjoy in front of the fireplace at the end of the day, 
transforming the house in a heavenly hideaway, home away from home.  

 

Among the variety of experiences offered at the estate, apart from the 
main and worldwide recognized small and big game shoots, there are 
also tailor made activities from cultural visits, horse riding, 4x4 or quads 
rides to brave bulls or Iberian pigs farms visits, professional Birdwatching 
journeys, vineyard visits and wine tastings, among others, always having 
the possibility to finish the day at the house with a private jazz or 
flamenco show.  
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DETAILS 
 

INSIDE 
 
- Total area in the house of 1.700 sq meters 
- 11 double bedrooms with bathroom en suite 
- 13 bathrooms equipped with fine amenities 
- Main living room with fireplace and different areas 
- Dining room with capacity for 30 people 
- Large terrace with stunning views to the estate 
- Office fully equipped  
- Lounge Bar with smart tv, internet and satellite signal 
- WIFI available all through the house 
- Service/assistants rooms available  
 
OUTSIDE 
 
- Large private estate of 17.000 hectares 
- Outside gardens with flowers, organic garden and aromatic herbs 
- 3 rooms with balcony and great views available 
- Terraces, patio & chill out area, outdoor food service and barbecue  
- Private parking with 24hr surveillance  
 
 
OTHER INFORMATION 
 

- WiFi available in every room of the house and terraces 
- Satellite and Internet TV 
- DVD player 
- Fine linen and towels 
- Laundry service 
- Therapeutic massages  
- Full board service with chef, driver, maids and butler  
- Cooling system available at some rooms 
- Under floor heating system 
- Private hunting area: small and big game shoots organized  
- Private events (up to 100 people indoors and 1000 people outdoors)  
- Handpicked experiences: Horseriding, balloon flights, 4x4, quads, bicycles, 
hiking, cultural visits, Birdwatching journeys, visits to brave bulls and Iberian pigs 
farms, vineyards and wine tastings, flamenco, classic and jazz shows in the 
house 
- Private transfers from/to main national airports (Badajoz, Madrid, Seville or 
Lisbon) 

 

  

  


